
THE INFLUENCE OF MASS MEDIA ON PEOPLE

In media studies, media psychology, communication theory and sociology, media influence and Perse stated that media
effects researchers study "how to control , enhance, or mitigate the impact of the mass media on individuals and
society".

Nevertheless, mass media can also hinder political transparency as well as help it. It is very easy for a movie
to become caught up in making its films look artistic that they begin to make their audiences indifferent to the
true horror that is taking place on screen. McQuail organized effects into a graph according to the media
effect's intentionality planned or unplanned and time duration short-term or long-term. A press release
announcing a new product may end up in the business section of a newspaper, but it no longer has the impact
it once had. This can include advertising, marketing, propaganda, public relations, and political
communication. Audiences learn and conduct their political sights of view from reading, listening to the
political analysis and evaluation. The media has a great influence over what we view and hear as a society and
it can have an effect especially on a younger men and the image that they want to portray. Advocates of this
view concern themselves particularly with massive corporate mergers of media organizations, which limit
competition and put big business at the reins of mediaâ€”especially news media. Producers can be influenced
by receivers because they learn from what the audience needs and prefer Webster  It is silly to avoid it as we
can use its advantages. These are the effects of mass media especially in teenagers, they buy what they see on
tv, what their favorite celebrity advertise and what is acceptable by society based on the fashion that the media
has imposed on them. Each day is filled with news. They can easily communicate with the public and gather
them together by "share" and "like it", which will benefit their political activities especially for presidential
campaigns, because social media can help the candidate get their vote. They contend that those less powerful
and not in control of media have often received full media coverage and subsequent support. Transactional
media effects theories are the most complex among the five features. In this essay I will discuss the influence
that Mass Media has in the general public and give the evidence to support the statement "People are more
influenced by mass media than they think. With this in mind, it is important to understand how these issues are
covered and what effect decisions of the media have on public opinion. Framing[ edit ] News outlets can
influence public opinion by controlling variables in news presentation. These messages promote not only
products, but moods, attitudes, and a sense of what is and is not important. I will explain the three main
theories relating to the impact of mass media on the public. In our work we usually know what we have to do,
based on our experience and studies, however on our routine life and house hold chores we mostly rely on the
mass media to get the current news and facts about what is important and what we should be aware of.
However a negative influence in teenagers is the use of guns and ammunition by celebrity movie stars, the
constant exposure of which would seduce the teen to replicate the same behavior in the real life. Before that
the public opinion over the military action against the Taliban in Swat was divided, but repeated telecast of
this short video clip changed the public opinion over night in the favor of the government to take action.
Everybody knows what a great force is TV in the world today. Later, two theoretical perspectives,
uses-and-gratifications Katz et al. Mass media denotes a section of the media specifically designed to reach a
large audience. Also, governments can know public opinion through new media as reference for decision
making.


